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GLOSSARY 

TERMTERMTERMTERM    DESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTIONDESCRIPTION    

ARPAARPAARPAARPA    Automatic Radar Plotting Aid 

 

CableCableCableCable    One tenth of a nautical mile (185.2 metres) 

 

ECDISECDISECDISECDIS    Electronic Chart Display Information System 

 

kWkWkWkW    

 

Kilowatt 

PicPicPicPicton Harbour Radioton Harbour Radioton Harbour Radioton Harbour Radio    A radio station operated by Marlborough District Council with 

responsibility for communication with commercial vessels 

manoeuvring within Picton harbour.  

 

Picton Maritime RadioPicton Maritime RadioPicton Maritime RadioPicton Maritime Radio    The call sign for a remotely operated aerial covering the 

Marlborough Sounds area. It is part of a coastal network of radio 

aerials controlled from the Maritime Operations Centre (MOC) 

and operated by BCL Limited on behalf of Maritime New 

Zealand. MOC has responsibility for maritime safety 

communications in the New Zealand region. 

 

RMSRMSRMSRMS    

 

Root mean squared 

SOLASSOLASSOLASSOLAS    

 

Safety of Life at Sea 

SMS SMS SMS SMS     Safety Management System 

 

STCW95STCW95STCW95STCW95    Standards of Training, Certification & Watchkeeping 1995 

 

(T)(T)(T)(T)    True 

 

UHFUHFUHFUHF    

 

Ultra High Frequency (radio) 

VDRVDRVDRVDR    Voyage Data Recorder 

 

VHFVHFVHFVHF    Very High Frequency (radio) 

 

 

Note: The Maritime Safety Authority (MSA)Maritime Safety Authority (MSA)Maritime Safety Authority (MSA)Maritime Safety Authority (MSA) changed its name to Maritime New ZealandMaritime New ZealandMaritime New ZealandMaritime New Zealand on 1
st
 July 

2005. Both names are used in the report depending on the name of the organisation at the time of the 
reference.  
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REPORT NO.:  05 3731 

VESSEL NAME:    SANTA REGINASANTA REGINASANTA REGINASANTA REGINA    

    

Ship Type:Ship Type:Ship Type:Ship Type:    Passenger Ro-Ro Ferry 

 

Port of Registry:Port of Registry:Port of Registry:Port of Registry:    

    

Wellington 

Flag:Flag:Flag:Flag:    

    

New Zealand 

IMO No.: IMO No.: IMO No.: IMO No.:     

    

8314562  

Official No.:Official No.:Official No.:Official No.:    

    

876259 

Built:Built:Built:Built:    1985 

 

Construction Material:Construction Material:Construction Material:Construction Material:    Steel 

 

Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):    133 

 

Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):    22.52 

 

Gross Tonnage:Gross Tonnage:Gross Tonnage:Gross Tonnage:    

    

14 588 

Net Tonnage:Net Tonnage:Net Tonnage:Net Tonnage:    

    

4 376 

Propulsion:Propulsion:Propulsion:Propulsion:    

    

2 x Pielstick PC 2.6 (9 cylinder) diesel engines 

PropellersPropellersPropellersPropellers    Twin controllable pitch 

 

Registered Owner:Registered Owner:Registered Owner:Registered Owner:    

    

Strait Holding Limited 

Ship Operator/Manager:Ship Operator/Manager:Ship Operator/Manager:Ship Operator/Manager:    

    

Strait Shipping Limited 

Classification SociClassification SociClassification SociClassification Society:ety:ety:ety: 
 

Lloyds Register 
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REPORT NO.:  05 3731  

VESSEL NAME:    TIMELESSTIMELESSTIMELESSTIMELESS    

    

Ship Type:Ship Type:Ship Type:Ship Type:    Reproduction of 1912 Logan designed launch 

 

Home Port:Home Port:Home Port:Home Port:    

    

Picton 

Built:Built:Built:Built:    2002 

 

Construction Material:Construction Material:Construction Material:Construction Material:    GRP 

 

Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):Length Overall (m):    10.5 

 

Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):Maximum Breadth (m):    2.5 

 

DisplacementDisplacementDisplacementDisplacement Tonnage: Tonnage: Tonnage: Tonnage:    

    

3.3 

Owner:Owner:Owner:Owner:    

    

Privately owned 

Accident Investigator:Accident Investigator:Accident Investigator:Accident Investigator:    Ian Webb 
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SUMMARY 

At 1902 hours on 2 May 2005, the Cook Strait passenger ferry Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina departed Picton on a 

scheduled sailing to Wellington. At that time, the private motor launch TimeTimeTimeTimelesslesslessless was rounding The 

Snout inward bound to Picton Marina, following an afternoon spent fishing off Dieffenbach Point at the 

western entrance to Tory Channel (See Figure 1 – Chart Extract). 

 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina and TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless approached each other in a nearly end on situation, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless being fine 

on the port bow of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. It was an overcast night with light winds and moderate rain but each 

vessel saw the other in ample time to avoid collision.  

 

The Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina observed the port sidelight and occasionally both sidelights of 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. He believed that TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless would pass down the port side of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina but was 

concerned that the passing distance was too close for comfort. He sounded five short and rapid blasts 

on the whistle as a warning and altered course slightly to starboard to increase the passing distance. 

 

In the opinion of the Investigator, Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’ track was converging with that of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. The 

evidence of the Skipper’s partner indicates the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless did not appreciate this and, when 

he had closed the track of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina to such a point that he could see both of Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s 

sidelights, he mistakenly thought that Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina had altered course to port towards him. Given this 

belief, and realising he was in danger, he altered course to port, contrary to the Collision Prevention 

Rules, believing this to be the best action to avoid collision in the circumstances.     

 

On observing TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless alter course across his bow, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina put both 

engines on full astern and the rudder hard to starboard. . . . He also ordered the whistle to be sounded    

continuously. Notwithstanding this action,    the two vessels collided    at approximately 1911 hours. 

Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’ hull was capsized and cut into two pieces. The Skipper’s partner escaped from the flooded 

saloon and was subsequently rescued by a lifeboat from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. The body of the Skipper was 

recovered some forty minutes later. 

 

In compiling this report, the Investigator is critical of the actions of the Skipper of TimelesTimelesTimelesTimelesssss for non-

observance of Bylaws and the Collision Prevention Rules, which resulted in the collision. The Skipper of 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless held no formal marine qualifications.    However, based on the evidence of the Skipper’s 

partner, the Investigator is of the opinion that this non-observance was neither wilful nor due to 

ignorance of the laws, but rather due to the Skipper misjudging both the course he was steering, the 

course of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, and his position in relation to Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s track. In commenting on the 

draft report, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina disputed this opinion. 

 

The Investigator is also critical of bridge manning and management on board Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, but is of 

the opinion that the failings he noted did not contribute to the collision. Subsequent to the accident 

Strait Shipping management have addressed all concerns expressed by the Investigator in this report, 

prior to its    completion.  

 

Maritime New Zealand acknowledges the cooperation freely given to the Investigator by Strait Shipping 

Limited management and sea staff. 

 

Maritime New Zealand gratefully acknowledges the considerable assistance given to the Investigator by 

the New Zealand Police Force. 
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NARRATIVE 

Particulars of Vessels, Ownership, Classification and Bridge 
Team – Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina  

Particulars of Vessel 
 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina is a purpose built passenger Roll on Roll off vessel constructed of steel. She has an 

overall length of 133 metres, a maximum breadth of 22.52 metres and a gross tonnage of 14 588 

tonnes.  She was built in 1985 in Le Havre, France and was registered in New Zealand in November 

2002 as a SOLAS Passenger Ship. She is certified to carry 367 passengers.  

 

The vessel    has two Pielstick diesel engines with a total power of 9 682kW, driving two shafts fitted with 

controllable pitch propellers. Steering is by twin semi balanced rudders and she has two 500kW bow 

thrusters. 

 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina has two scheduled round trips per day, departing Wellington at 0300 and 1300 hours 

and departing Picton at 0800 and 2100 hours daily except Saturday, when the sailings are at 1000 and 

1900 hours and 1430 and 2300 hours respectively. 

 

 

Navigational Equipment 
 

    

Radar 1Radar 1Radar 1Radar 1    JRC ARPA, 3 centimetre 

Radar 2Radar 2Radar 2Radar 2    Racal Decca ARPA, 10 centimetre 

Electronic Chart DisplayElectronic Chart DisplayElectronic Chart DisplayElectronic Chart Display    Endeavour 5 Navigator 

GPS 1GPS 1GPS 1GPS 1    Leica MX 420 Navigation System 

GPS 2GPS 2GPS 2GPS 2    Racal Decca Mk 90 (differential GPS is not used) 

Autopilot 1Autopilot 1Autopilot 1Autopilot 1    Litton Marine Systems 

Autopilot 2Autopilot 2Autopilot 2Autopilot 2    Anschutz 

Echo SounderEcho SounderEcho SounderEcho Sounder    Skipper 

Nav Tex ReceiverNav Tex ReceiverNav Tex ReceiverNav Tex Receiver    Furuno 

GMDSS Radio StationGMDSS Radio StationGMDSS Radio StationGMDSS Radio Station    Sailor Compact 

Gyro CompassGyro CompassGyro CompassGyro Compass    Anschutz 

Magnetic CompassMagnetic CompassMagnetic CompassMagnetic Compass    Poitevin Dualt 

AISAISAISAIS    Sailor 

 

 

Ownership of Vessel 
 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina    was initially operated as a passenger ferry running between Corsica and France. She 

was purchased in 2002 by Strait Holdings Limited and relocated to New Zealand, where she is 

operated on the Wellington/Picton ferry service by Strait Shipping Limited.  
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Classification 
 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina is classed with Lloyds Register. Her documentation is as follows: 

 

• Passenger Ship Safety Certificate 

Issued by Lloyds Register   17 September 2004 

Valid until     16 September 2005 

 

• Certificate of Class 

Issued by Lloyds Register   22 November 2002  

Valid until     21 November 2007 

 

• International load Line Certificate 

Issued by Lloyds Register   10 February 2004 

Valid until    21 November 2007 

 

• International Oil Pollution Prevention Certificate 

Issued by Lloyds Register   10 February 2004 

Valid until    21 November 2007 

 

• Minimum Safe Crewing Document 

Issued by Maritime Safety Authority  4 June 2004 

Valid until     3 June 2009 

 

• Safety Management Certificate 

Issued by Bureau Veritas  29 May 2003 

Valid until    29 May 2008 

 

Note: The Safety Management Certificate is issued as a result of an International Safety 

Management (ISM) audit. Internationally, ISM audits are generally conducted by the relevant 

Classification Society. This was the case in New Zealand until April 2004 when the MSA took 

over ISM auditing from Classification Societies, as the MSA was not satisfied that ISM audits 

were being conducted properly. To date, the MSA and Maritime New Zealand have not 

conducted an ISM audit on Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. The next one is due at sometime between May 

2005 and May 2006. 

 

 

Flag State Inspection 
 

The last Flag State Inspection was carried out by the MSA on 19 December 2004, no deficiencies were 

found.   

 

 

Bridge Team 
 

The Mate/Master first went to sea in 1963 and served with Ben Line, New Zealand Shipping Company 

and Union Steam Ship Company before obtaining his Master’s Foreign Going Certificate of 

Competency in New Zealand in 1973. He continued employment with Union Steam Ship Company 

until 1979 when he    was employed by Southland Harbour Board, variously as Pilot, Deputy 

Harbourmaster, Operations Manager and Chief Pilot, and Harbourmaster.  

 

When the Port Company Act (the Act) came into force in 1988 he was employed by Southport New 

Zealand Limited as Manager Operations and Chief Pilot. He was also contracted to Southland Regional 

Council as Harbourmaster.  
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He left Southport in 1999 and went into private business for a year before joining Strait Shipping 

Limited as Second Mate on SuilvenSuilvenSuilvenSuilven. He was subsequently    promoted to Mate/Master and joined Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina in that position in 2002.  

 

The Mate/Master holds a Pilot’s Licence for Bluff and Fiordland and held a Pilot’s Licence for 

Greymouth until Greymouth’s pilotage area was removed after the Act came into force. He also holds 

Pilotage Exemption Certificates for Wellington and Marlborough Sounds. He completed two Bridge 

Resource Management courses in 1998 and 2004 and an Advanced Pilot’s course in 2004. He was 

aged 58 at the time of the accident. 

 

The Second Mate of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina commenced his maritime experience on small craft, working as an 

instructor at Outward Bound, Anakiwa. He gained his Local Launchmaster Certificate of Competency 

in 1989 and Commercial Launchmaster Certificate of Competency in 1995. After four years as Deck 

Cadet with the Spirit of Adventure Trust he joined Strait Shipping as a Deck Officer Trainee, gaining his 

Second Mate’s Foreign Going Certificate of Competency in January 2004. He was then employed as 

Third Mate on Strait Shipping vessels SuilvenSuilvenSuilvenSuilven and KentKentKentKent before joining Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina as Second Mate 

six weeks prior to the accident. He was aged 43 at the time of the accident. 

 

The Mate/Master and the Second Mate were keeping the same watches, which were: 

 

• 0200 – 1000 off duty 

• 1000 – 1400 on duty 

• 1400 – 1800 off duty 

• 1800 – 0200 on duty 

 

Both officers were 12 days into a 14 day time on/time off roster. 

 

The Deck Officer Trainee joined the Royal New Zealand Navy in 1984. He spent seven years working 

on a variety of vessels and an oil production platform in the North Sea oil fields, variously as an AB, 

ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle) Pilot and crane operator. He returned to New Zealand in 2000, joining 

the fast ferry Top CatTop CatTop CatTop Cat as an AB. He later joined Strait Shipping as an AB and started as a Deck Officer 

trainee in 2002. He has completed various modules of the Second Mate Foreign Going Certificate of 

Competency, including the electronic navigation systems and ARPA modules. He was aged 38 at the 

time of the accident. His normal hours of work are 0730 – 1930 daily. 

 

The Second Engineer was present on the bridge during the incident. He was making a personal phone 

call, using his own cell phone, and was not part of the bridge team. His knowledge of events leading 

up to the collision is scanty but his evidence does not conflict with any of the evidence given by the 

bridge team. 

 

 

Master & Mate/Master Responsibilities 
 

As regards the navigational conduct of their vessels, Strait Shipping operate, in effect, a two master 

system. 

  

The Master carries out the traditional duties of a shipmaster and has primary responsibility for all 

aspects of on board management of the vessel.  He is directly responsible for the navigational conduct 

of the vessel during his hours of duty. The Master is on duty during the periods the Mate/Master is off 

duty as described above. 

 

The Mate/Master carries out the traditional duties of executive officer under the Master. In addition, 

during the on duty hours as described above, he relieves the Master and takes over command of the 

vessel. Each change in command is recorded and signed for in the deck log book. 
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Previous Incidents Involving Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 
 

Maritime New Zealand has three incidents on record involving Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina with other small craft prior 

to the accident under review. These are: 

 

 

2 Close quarters situations with small vessels in pilotage waters. Both incidents were 

investigated by the Marlborough Harbourmaster. 

 

1 Alleged collision with a small vessel in pilotage waters. No witnesses to the incident were found 

and a transferred paint sample taken from the rubbing stake of the small vessel at the alleged 

point of contact did not match paint samples taken from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina.  

 

In commenting on the draft report, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated that further close 
quarters situations were reported that were not investigated. 

 

 

Particulars of Vessel - TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

Particulars of Vessel 
 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was a modern fibreglass reproduction of a classic Logan designed launch. She was built in 

1998 by Logan Classic Boats of Whangarei and sold as hull, foredeck and cabin. The original owner 

fitted her out over the next four years and then sailed her for three years. She had a 50 HP Lombardine 

diesel engine    driving through a single fixed bladed propeller, giving a cruising speed of about 7 knots 

and a maximum speed of about 8 knots. The wheel and engine controls were located on the starboard 

side at the fore end of the saloon. She had a rigged mast on the foredeck capable of carrying a 

steadying sail, and she carried a dinghy lashed to the cabin top. 

 

The original owner of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless reported that the only steering position was on the starboard side of the 

saloon. A hatch, big enough to climb through, was situated above the steering position. There was a 

sliding window on the starboard side, next to the helm. The starboard window on the fore end was 

fitted with a wiper and the central window on the fore end was hinged to open outwards. This window 

could be left open in rain thus preventing any fogging. There were no blind spots for the helmsman 

apart from the window pillars. The dashboard lights were fitted with a “red night haze” which prevented 

any internal reflection off the windows at night. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was fitted with a full length keel and was 

relatively slow to turn.    

 

 

Navigational Equipment 
 

Timeless Timeless Timeless Timeless was equipped with a Uniden VHF, a Furuno GPS chart plotter, an autopilot, compass and 

depth sounder.    The chart plotter chip covered Three Kings Islands, East Cape and Lake Taupo areas. 

 

 

Persons On Board 
    

On board TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless were the 66 year old Owner/Skipper and his partner. The Skipper, who regrettably 

died as a result of this accident, was an ex-marine engineer who had been involved in recreational 

boating most of his life. He retired about ten years prior to the accident and had lived in Picton for the 

preceding four years. He and his partner had been boating every week during that time. The Skipper 

purchased TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless about six weeks before the accident and had taken her out five or six times. Prior 

to purchasing TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless the Skipper owned a 30 foot launch which he had built himself. He regularly 

fished at Dieffenbach Point (Queen Charlotte Sound) and had often returned to Picton at night. 
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Post Mortem & Toxicology Report 
 

The body of the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was examined by a pathologist at Nelson Hospital. The 

pathologist concluded that, in her opinion, the cause of death was drowning.  Blood and urine samples 

were sent to ESR Limited and their toxicology report stated that no alcohol was detected and no 

evidence was found for the use of cannabis. 
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THE ACCIDENT 

Evidence of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

The Skipper and his partner left Picton Marina just after lunch on 2 May 2005 on board TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless, and 

went out to Dieffenbach Point, at the western entrance to Tory Channel, to fish. They remained there all 

afternoon but once it started raining they decided to return to Picton. They left Dieffenbach Point at 

about 1830 hours, an hour after sunset, in rain and low cloud. All the navigation lights were lit but no 

interior lights were switched on, as that would have spoilt their night vision.  

 

The Skipper was teaching his partner aspects of seamanship and on the return journey pointed out 

various navigation lights and points of land. The Skipper was driving the launch; his partner had never 

done so because of her inexperience.  

 

Approaching The Snout (See Figure 1 - Chart Extract NZ 6153, Queen Charlotte Sound) the visibility 

was good as the cloud had lifted and it had stopped raining. The Skipper’s partner opened the large, 

central fore end window, which gave them a very clear view. 

 

When they passed The Snout the Skipper’s partner believed they were over towards the starboard side 

of the channel and they could see all the lights of Picton. They could see Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina clearly and 

observed her leave the wharf. They were well aware of the courses the ferries used as they had seen 

them many times while they were out on their previously owned launch and TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. The Skipper’s 

partner thought that the ferry was on the port side of the channel but originally it looked as if TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

was going to be well to starboard of the ferry. The ECDIS information from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina indicated that 

the ferry was only 40 metres to port of their track. The Skipper’s partner indicated that they were aware 

that they were required to keep clear of the ferry, as is required by the Marlborough District Council 

Navigation Bylaws. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was travelling of a speed of about 7 knots. 

 

When TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was about 700 metres from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina it appeared that the ferry altered course to 

port across their path. According to the Skipper’s partner the Skipper remarked that the ferry was 

coming straight towards them and could not see them. The Skipper’s partner looked up and also 

thought that the ferry was coming straight towards them; she had been putting a CD on a player 

situated at the fore end of the cabin, close to the wheel. She had used a small torch, as she was not 

familiar with the controls.  

 

According to the Skipper’s partner,    the Skipper remarked that they were in real danger and he could 

not get out of it. At that point the Skipper’s partner thought they were closer to Wedge Point than 

Picton Point (See Figure 1 – Chart Extract), that is, well to the starboard side of the channel. 

 

According to the Skipper’s partner, when the Skipper remarked that they were in danger he spun the 

wheel to port and put the engine on full power. According to the Skipper’s partner, he    turned to port, 

rather than the usual and correct turn to starboard, as the launch was slow, and he judged that turning 

to port would give them the best chance of escape. Approximately 10 to 15 seconds after turning the 

wheel the bow of the ferry collided with the stern of the launch. 

 

The Skipper and his partner were in the saloon when the ferry collided. The collision capsized the 

launch and the saloon was under water. The Skipper’s partner felt her way to the open fore end 

window and escaped. She climbed onto some floating wreckage and called to the Skipper. He did not 

answer.  

 

Neither was wearing a lifejacket at the time. Lifejackets were on board but it was not their practice to 

wear them, as they were never in conditions that warranted it. 

 

A lifeboat from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina rescued the Skipper’s partner. She could hear them calling out but they 

could not see her in the dark. She stood up on the wreckage and called until they found her. 
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Wreckage of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 
 

An examination of the wreckage of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless indicates that the stem of Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina cut right through 

her hull at an angle of approximately 100° leading forward of her line of advance. The point of collision 

was on her starboard side, approximately 3.4 metres from her stern. Transferred paint indicate the 

cabin and bow section of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless passed down the starboard side of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, and the stern 

section down the port side. 

 

 

 
FiFiFiFigure 2gure 2gure 2gure 2    

Wreckage of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 
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Figure 3Figure 3Figure 3Figure 3    

Cabin top - TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

 

The position of the switches on the control board situated adjacent to the wheel were as follows: 

 

• Anchor light (all round white light)   On 

• Window wiper      Off  

• Navigation lights    On  

• Auto pilot     Off 

• Cabin light     On 

• White light     On 
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Figure 4Figure 4Figure 4Figure 4    

Helm position and controls, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

 

 

The position of the switches on the fuse board located in the forward cabin were as follows: 

 

• Bilge pump    On (automatic)  Fuse blown 

• Fridge switch    Off    Fuse ok 

• Cabin light     On   Fuse ok 

• AM/FM radio     On   Fuse blown 

• Navigation lights   On    Fuse blown 

• Anchor light    On   Fuse ok 

• Master battery isolators (two)   On 

• Individual battery isolators (two)  On 

 

Other points of note were as follows: 

 

• The engine tachometer was jammed at 1800 RPM. 

• The throttle cable at the engine appeared to be in the ahead idle position.  

• The gearbox control appeared to be in the ahead position but the shaft was out of gear. 

• The portable spotlight switch was jammed in the on position. The light bulb filament appeared 

blown, possibly caused by the immersion of the hot bulb in cold seawater. 

• The wall mounted cabin clock stopped at 5.22 hours. 

 

Note that the above evidence was gleaned from the wreckage. The position of switches, throttle cable 

etc., may not be the same as at the time of the collision. A blown fuse may indicate that the circuit was 

live at the time of immersion, but this is not certain. 
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Evidence of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

The Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina came on duty at 1800 hours on the evening of 2 May 2005 and 

took over from the vessel’s Master, signing the logbook to that effect. The vessel was berthed at 

Picton and was loading freight and embarking passengers.  

 

At approximately 1820 hours the Mate/Master went to the vehicle deck to check on the progress of 

loading with the Second Mate. At approximately 1840 hours the Mate/Master went to the bridge to 

prepare for sailing. At 1850 hours he checked the bridge equipment and gave the engine room ten 

minutes notice prior to sailing. 

 

The Deck Trainee    assisted the Second Officer in raising and securing the stern ramp and then 

proceeded to the bridge.  On arrival he went through a routine series of checks of the vessel’s alarm 

and warning system. These checks were the responsibility of the officer of the watch but the Deck 

Trainee did them for familiarisation and practice.  

 

During consultation in the drafting of this report the Mate/Master stated that responsibility for all pre-

sailing checks were his but these were delegated to the Deck Officer Trainee. 

 

The engines were put on standby at 1902 hours. The vessel sailed from the wharf at 1903 hours with 

78 passengers and 25 crew on board. The log book indicates the engines were put on full sea speed 

at 1905 hours. The Mate/Master was stationed on the port bridge wing whilst manoeuvring off the 

berth. Once clear, he moved to the central conning position. The crew was stood down at this time. 

The forecastle was not manned but the anchors had not been secured and were ready for letting go. 

Deck lights forward of the bridge    were switched off.  

 

The Mate/Master described the weather as calm with heavy rain and moderate visibility. 

 

After the vessel cleared the wharf the Deck Officer Trainee checked that a chart was available on the 

chart table and referred to the company’s Navigational Route Guide for parallel indexing information. 

He then proceeded to the starboard radar to set up the first parallel index. 

 

The Second Officer was responsible for closing and securing the stern door prior to departure. Having 

done so he proceeded to the bridge, arriving there as the vessel’s stern was clear of the wharf. He 

went directly to the chart table to fill out the logbook. At 1908 hours he called Picton Harbour Radio 

(See Glossary,) on VHF channel 19, to advise that Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina had left the berth and to give the 

number of persons on board and the Mate/Master’s name. He then called Picton Maritime Radio (See 

Glossary) and gave a trip report. 

 

After giving the radio calls, he returned to the chart table to calculate the cargo loading and stability 

information. This was standard procedure. He normally finished the paperwork by the time the vessel 

passed The Snout. His role was to keep a lookout, as required by STCW Convention (See Glossary), 

at the same time he was doing the paperwork. The chart table was lit by a low powered desk light and 

was not screened from the wheelhouse. 

 

In response to the draft report the Mate/Master stated that, other than the final computer stability 

calculation, paper work was normally completed by about Mabel Island (See Figure 1). 

 

The Second Engineer had arrived on the bridge at about 1900 hours and was sitting in a chair on the 

starboard side of the bridge making a personal telephone call using his own cell phone. He was not 

part of the bridge team. 

 

The vessel proceeded outwards on her normal track. The vessel was being steered by automatic pilot 

with the Mate/Master making any necessary adjustments. It is the evidence of the Mate/Master that he 

was conning the vessel from the central position in the wheelhouse, behind the autopilot. Testing of 

the echo sounder is not on the pre departure checklist and it was not operating. The echo sounder 

display is positioned at the chart table. In commenting on the draft report, the Mate/Master of SantaSantaSantaSanta 
ReginaReginaReginaRegina stated that he moved around the bridge when conning the vessel. 
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Shortly after leaving the berth the Mate/Master sighted a small vessel very fine on the port bow. She 

was showing her red port sidelight. This vessel subsequently altered course to starboard and passed 

clear down the port side of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. 

 

The Mate/Master then noticed another small vessel approximately 1.5 miles right ahead, initially 

showing a red port sidelight, and then both red and green sidelights, indicating she was heading 

directly towards Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina in an end on, or nearly end on, situation. This vessel later proved to be 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. In commenting on the draft report, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated that the bridge 

team was informed of the sighting of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless by him. 

 

He asked the Deck Officer Trainee if there were any targets on the radar. The Deck Officer Trainee 

replied that there were none and asked the Mate/Master the approximate range he had seen the 

vessel. The Deck Officer Trainee adjusted the sea and rain clutter controls on the radar and observed 

a faint echo fine to starboard at approximately one mile range. He checked visually and could see a 

red sidelight.  

 

The Deck Officer Trainee informed the Mate/Master that the range was fractionally under a mile and, 

on checking visually again, observed both red and green sidelights fine on the port bow of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina. 

 

The Mate/Master instructed the Deck Officer Trainee to plot the vessel on the radar. The Second 

Officer overheard this instruction and went to the bridge windows, observing the port sidelight of a 

vessel fine on the port bow. He stood beside the Deck Officer Trainee as he operated the radar, to 

ensure the Mate/Master was being given the best possible information. 

 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was presenting a poor radar target and her echo was only showing on every second sweep. 

The Second Officer considered that the echo was showing too intermittently for the ARPA to accept 

and so the target was not being plotted. The radar was set on relative motion, north up, on the 1.5 

mile range with no offset. 

  

At some point between nine and six cable range (See Glossary), the Deck Officer Trainee observed 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless showing her red sidelight again.  

 

The Mate/Master requested another radar range of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless and the Deck Officer Trainee reported 

the range as being six cables. The Second Officer confirmed this as being correct. He noted the time 

as 1912 hours and observed that TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was one point (11°) on the port bow and showing a red 

sidelight.  

 

The Mate/Master left the central steering consol and went to the whistle control on the starboard side 

of the engine control consol where he sounded five short and rapid blasts on the ship’s whistle. He 

then returned to the central steering consol and altered course slightly to starboard, being mindful of 

the limited sea room on his starboard side.  

 

In response to the draft report the Mate/Master stated that he informed the bridge team of this 

alteration. However, the Second Officer, in his evidence given two days after the collision, stated that 

he was aware of the alteration because he noted the vessel was moving slightly off track on the ECDIS 

display. He was not aware that the Mate/Master had verbalised the alteration. In response to the draft 

report the Deck Trainee stated that at this time the Master altered course 5° to starboard and he was 

fully aware of the Master’s intentions and actions at that time and from his limited experience agreed 

with those actions. 

 

Although the Mate/Master sounded the whistle signal under MaritimeMaritimeMaritimeMaritime    Rule 22.34(4)Rule 22.34(4)Rule 22.34(4)Rule 22.34(4), to indicate his 

doubt as to whether TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was taking sufficient action to avoid collision, the Mate/Master did not 

reduce the speed of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina at this time.  

 

At the time the Mate/Master sounded the five short and rapid blasts, the Second Engineer noted that 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was showing a bright green sidelight and a red sidelight of lesser intensity. From his 

perspective on the starboard side of the bridge TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless appeared to be virtually right ahead. 
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The Second Officer noted that TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless showed both red and green sidelights simultaneously at a 

range of just over three cables. He could not see any deck or wheelhouse lights on board TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. 

He was not certain if he observed a white masthead light, but if there was one it was far weaker than 

the sidelights. In response to the second draft report the Mate/Master stated that he never saw a 

masthead light on Timeless.Timeless.Timeless.Timeless.    

 

At 1913 hours the Deck Officer Trainee reported the range of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless as three cables. The Second 

Officer confirmed the range was correct and noted that TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was fine on the port bow of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina and was still showing both sidelights. The Second Officer considered that TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless would 

pass close down the port side of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. He was comfortable with the situation and the 

manner in which the Mate/Master was handling it. 

 

At 1914 hours, at a range of less than three cables, and whilst still fine on Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s port bow, 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless appeared to suddenly alter course to port, as she showed a broad green sidelight. On 

observing this, the Mate/Master realised there would be a very close quarters situation and put both 

engines full astern. He altered course to starboard but the autopilot was set to limit the rudder angle to 

15°. He instructed the Second Officer to sound the ship’s whistle continuously and took over manual 

steering on a wandering lead control, applying full starboard helm. He also started the bow thrusters. 

The Second Officer left the radar and sounded the ship’s whistle continuously until the time of impact 

at 1915 hours.  

 

In response to the second draft report the Mate/Master stated that the change over to manual steering 

took “a matter of a couple of seconds” and, in his opinion, the delay would not have changed the 

vessel’s swing in any way. 

 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina started turning to starboard. The Deck Officer Trainee went out onto the port bridge 

wing. He could feel Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina heel as she turned to starboard. He saw the green sidelight of 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless disappear under the bow. He ran over to the starboard bridge wing and could see debris 

passing down the starboard side. He could also hear a woman calling out.  

 

After the collision the Second Officer also went to the starboard bridge wing and reported that there 

was debris in the water on the starboard side. He could see large pieces of what he believed to be a 

boat’s hull passing down the starboard side at reasonable speed.  

 

The Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina then concentrated on the manoeuvring of his own vessel as she 

was turning in towards the shore. He asked the Second Officer to call the crew to the bridge by UHF 

radio. According to the Mate/Master, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina came to a stop about 300 metres off the shore. 

The Mate/Master then manoeuvred his vessel astern into a safer position, clear of the shore and clear 

of the wreckage. He also instructed the Second Officer to broadcast an Urgency message and the 

Boatswain to launch the starboard lifeboat as soon as possible.  

 

The Master, who was off duty in his cabin, heard the five short blasts on the whistle but took no action 

as this was a frequent occurrence in the Sounds. When the whistle started sounding continuously, 

about 30-40 seconds later, he dressed and went to the bridge. The vessel was swinging to starboard 

and vibrating heavily from propeller cavitation. The Mate/Master was standing at the engine controls.  

 

The Master briefly discussed control of the vessel with the Mate /Master.  The Mate/Master stated that 

he would prefer to retain control and, rather than taking over a situation without a proper briefing, the 

Master agreed to this. He supervised the lowering of the lifeboat, which was launched at 1920 hours 

just as Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina started to gather sternway. He then assisted the Mate/Master with the 

management of the vessel. 

 

The Master described the weather conditions as a light northerly wind of about five knots and 

moderate rain that was not hampering visibility. 

 

The Mate/Master stopped the vessel’s sternway when Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was two cables from the shore 

and maintained that position during the search and rescue. 
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Figure 5Figure 5Figure 5Figure 5   Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6Figure 6    

Paint scuffs, bow of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina    Paint scuffs, bow of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

 
Note: the above photographs were taken after discharge of cargo. The forward draft is 1.5 metres 

lighter than at the time of the collision. 

 

 

Search & Rescue 

Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s starboard lifeboat was launched quickly and efficiently and they headed directly 

towards the area of wreckage. The crew could hear a woman calling and they searched for her using a 

powerful hand held searchlight. Some five to ten minutes after the collision they rescued a person from 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless, who was standing on the wreckage of the upturned wheelhouse roof, which was supported 

by a small zodiac lashed underneath it. The survivor informed the boat crew that one other person was 

missing. The Mate/Master advised Picton Maritime Radio (Maritime Operations Centre) of this fact and 

they continued searching from the bridge of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina and her lifeboat. 

 

The water taxis Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1 and WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay and the tug Nautalis 3Nautalis 3Nautalis 3Nautalis 3 responded immediately to Santa Santa Santa Santa 

Regina’sRegina’sRegina’sRegina’s Urgency call, arriving on scene approximately ten minutes after the call. They were later 

joined by the commercial    vessel First LightFirst LightFirst LightFirst Light, with a commercial diver on board, the Coastguard vessel 

Interisland Rescue Interisland Rescue Interisland Rescue Interisland Rescue with Police on board, the DOC vessel WaitohiWaitohiWaitohiWaitohi with the Harbourmaster on board, 

and the barge RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai. 

 

The survivor was wrapped in two coats from crewmembers and then in a survival blanket. A 

crewmember remained with her; comforting her and monitoring her condition.  Approximately ten 

minutes later she was transferred to the water taxi Cougar One Cougar One Cougar One Cougar One where she would be more 

comfortable. Cougar One Cougar One Cougar One Cougar One took her to Picton where a waiting ambulance transferred her to Blenheim 

Hospital. She was suffering from shock and minor injuries.        
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The lifeboat continued searching the wreckage, turning pieces over. Other small vessels were also 

searching amongst the wreckage and also along the shoreline. Approximately thirty three minutes after 

the collision, the body of the second person from TimeleTimeleTimeleTimelessssssss (the Skipper) was observed floating 

beneath the starboard bridge wing of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina.  

 

The Mate/Master informed the rescue boats of the position of the Skipper’s body by radio and 

instructed the Boatswain, who is a trained paramedic, to board the rescue vessel and give what 

assistance he could. The water taxi Westbay was the first vessel to arrive at the position of the body at 

1954 hours.  Three crewmembers from Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s lifeboat and the Boatswain from Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina boarded WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay to assist in recovering the Skipper’s body from the water. A paramedic from 

the coastguard vessel Interisland RescueInterisland RescueInterisland RescueInterisland Rescue also boarded WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay. 

 

WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay took the body of the Skipper to the wharf where an ambulance was waiting. 

 

The Marlborough District Council Harbourmaster requested all vessels in the area to stay and recover 

wreckage. He also instructed all vessels not in the area to remain clear. At the Harbourmaster’s 

request the barge RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai had left Picton to recover wreckage from the water. The Skipper of the 

barge reported that an all round white light at the top of the mast was still lit when he recovered the 

forward part of the hull. 

 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina recovered her lifeboat at 2010 hours and at 2017 hours the Urgency call was cancelled. 

 

At 2045 hours, Picton Maritime Radio advised Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina that the Harbourmaster had requested 

her to return to Picton. 

 

The vessel berthed at Waitoi wharf and was secured at 2140 hours. The Police requested all persons, 

including passengers, to remain on board for interviews, and a notice of detention by the Maritime 

Safety Authority was served by the Marlborough District Council Harbourmaster at 2247 hours. The 

vessel was detained pending an initial investigation into the accident to ensure there was no defect 

that required rectifying prior to the vessels return to service. 

 

 

Condensed Logs 

The following timeline is extracted from various witness statements and the logs of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, 

Maritime Operations Centre and the Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand. Due to the priority of 

acting over recording actions, it is both likely and understandable that times will not necessarily be 

precise. Times taken from the VDR, which are precise, may differ from the times taken from the above 

sources by several minutes. 

 
2 May 20052 May 20052 May 20052 May 2005    

1903 Santa RegSanta RegSanta RegSanta Regina ina ina ina sails from Picton 

1905 Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina engines on full ahead.... 

1908 Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina calls Picton harbour Radio to advise they had left the berth    

1912 TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 6 cables from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina showing a red sidelight. 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina gives 5 short and rapid blasts on the whistle.    

1913 TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 3 cables from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina showing red and green sidelight. 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina alters course slightly to starboard.    

1914 TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless alters course to port, showing a green sidelight 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina alters hard a starboard and goes full astern    

1915 Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina collides with TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless in a position with Picton point bearing 260°(T) x 3 cables. 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina calls Picton Harbour radio for assistance 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina gives Urgency call to Picton Maritime Radio    

1918 Water taxi Cougar 1 1 1 1 on scene.    
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1920 Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina launches starboard lifeboat  

Tug Nautalis 3Nautalis 3Nautalis 3Nautalis 3 advised they were proceeding to scene, ETA 4 minutes. 

1924 Lifeboat recovers survivor from wreckage. MOC advised medical assistance required.    

1926 MOC contacts Life Flight Trust (Wellington) 

1930 Survey vessel First LightFirst LightFirst LightFirst Light advises MOC they had departed Waikawa Marina with a commercial 

diver on board. ETA 10 minutes. 

1940 Survivor transferred to Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1 

1941 Picton Coastguard advises Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1 that an ambulance had been arranged to meet them at the 

berth. 

1943 Life Flight helicopter tasked to respond from Wellington. 

1948 The body of Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’ Skipper sighted from Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, which advises all vessels. 

1950 Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1 transfers survivor to waiting ambulance. Second ambulance on standby. 

1954 The body of Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’Timeless’ Skipper recovered by WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay. Paramedics assisting. 

1958 Life Flight Trust advises helicopter unable to respond due to low cloud in the Cook Strait.  Picton 

Police request Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina to remain on scene. 

2001 Picton Police advise they were on board coastguard vessel Interisland Rescue.  Interisland Rescue.  Interisland Rescue.  Interisland Rescue.  Marlborough 

Harbourmaster about to depart on DOC vessel WaitohiWaitohiWaitohiWaitohi 

2004 WestbayWestbayWestbayWestbay proceeding to Picton to land the Skipper’s body. Ambulance waiting. 

2005 Barge RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai leaves Picton at request of Harbourmaster to recover wreckage.    

2010 Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina recovers her lifeboat 

2018 Urgency call cancelled    

2030 RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai commenced recovering wreckage with assistance of diver from First LightFirst LightFirst LightFirst Light 

2045 Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina requested to return to Picton.    

2108 Santa RegSanta RegSanta RegSanta Reginainainaina alongside, Picton    

2130 Interisland RescueInterisland RescueInterisland RescueInterisland Rescue advises that all large pieces of wreckage had been recovered and all vessels 

involved were returning to shore.    

 

 

Voluntary Breath Test 

At the instigation of the Mate/Master, the bridge team of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina requested the Police to 

conduct voluntary breath tests. This was done between 2250 and 2305 hours on 2 May 2005 and all 

results were negative. 

 

 

Fatigue  

The duty hours of the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina complied with the requirements of Maritime Maritime Maritime Maritime 

Rules Part Rules Part Rules Part Rules Part 31A.2431A.2431A.2431A.24. The Mate/Master stated that he was not fatigued. 

 

 

Visibility From Bridge 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina has a lower deck extending well forward of the bridge, which reduces the visibility of the 

water surface close ahead of the bow. Trials conducted by the Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina after the 

accident, using a ship’s lifeboat with mast rigged, concluded that a person standing just to port of the 

centreline of the bridge and one metre back from the bridge windows started to lose sight of the 

lifeboat when it was 57 metres forward of the bow and lost sight of it completely when 42 metres 

forward of the bow. The lifeboat was of a similar size and air draft to TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. 
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A separate experiment conducted by the Police concluded that a person standing at the central 

steering consol on the bridge of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina would lose sight of a small vessel ahead at a distance 

of approximately 80 metres. 

 

Both of the above experiments were carried out when Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina had draft approximately 1.5 

metres lighter than at the time of the accident. 

 

In the opinion of the Investigator the above relatively small distances would not have had any bearing 

on the accident as, by the time the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina lost sight of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless, there was 

nothing more he could do to help avert collision. 

 

 

Passage Plans 

Strait Shipping have well documented passage plans for their vessels. The planned track for sailing 

from Picton is drawn on Figure 1 - Chart Extract NZ 6153, Queen Charlotte Sound. It can be seen that 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina went approximately 70 metres to starboard of the planned track when she completed 

the manoeuvre off Waitohi Wharf. Course was then set to regain the planned track in the vicinity of 

Mabel Island and this course was maintained. Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was approximately 40 metres to port of 

her planned track immediately prior to altering course to starboard for TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless.  

 

In the opinion of the Investigator, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was following the planned track very closely and the 

slight deviations from the planned track noted above should be considered normal. The only significant 

deviation occurred when she turned to starboard in an attempt to avoid collision. 

 

    

Electronic Chart Plotter 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina    is fitted with an electronic chart plotter, which records data regarding the navigation of 

the vessel. Navigational data is recorded at five second intervals.  

 

The track of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, as recorded by the chart plotter, is drawn on Figure 1 - Chart Extract NZ 

6153, Queen Charlotte Sound. The positional input into the plotter is non-differential GPS with a 

theoretical accuracy of ± 15 metres RMS. 

 

The chart plotter indicates Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina commenced moving off Waitohi Wharf East at 1901.52 

hours. The line of the wharf is 042°(T) and Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina made good a course of 045°(T) until coming 

on to a course of 031°(T) at 1904.30 hours....  
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At 1905 hours, Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s heading was 032.7°(T) and her speed was 12.9 knots. (See Figure 7 – 

Extract from Chart Plotter at 1905 hours). From that time until 1909 hours, Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s course 

varied between 030.0°(T) and 032.0°(T).  

 

 

Figure 7Figure 7Figure 7Figure 7    

Extract from chart plotter at 1905 hours. 
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At 1909.30 hours, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina commenced altering course to starboard. At that time she was 

abeam of Wedge Point (See Figure 1 - Chart Extract NZ 6153, Queen Charlotte Sound) and travelling 

at a speed of 17.3 knots (See Figure 8 – Extract from Chart Plotter at 1909.30 hours). 

 

 
Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8Figure 8 

Extract from chart plotter at 1909.30 hours 

 
Note:  The solid line behind the ship indicates the past track of the vessel. The marks on the track 
indicate the vessels past position at one minute intervals. The solid arrow extending from the ship’s 
bow is a vector arrow extrapolating historical information and indicates the future track and positions if 
course speed and other conditions remain constant.  

 
The dotted line extending from the bow indicates the ship’s heading at that time. The difference 
between course made good and the ship’s head at any particular instant can be caused by any 
combination of tidal influence, leeway, and poor course keeping. Additionally, when the vessel is 
altering course, the vector arrow will always point towards the outside of the swing due to the vessel’s 
momentum, which is trying to carry her along the original track, causing the vessel to side slip through 
the water. 
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Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s    swing to starboard increased at 1910.33 hours. The collision probably occurred at 

about 1911 hours. At that time Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s heading was 057.4°(T) and her speed over the ground 

was 17.1 knots.  

 

 
Figure 9Figure 9Figure 9Figure 9    

Extract from chart plotter at 1911 hours 
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Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina came to a stop at 1912.40 hours with the rock shelf to the south of Picton Point light 

approximately 70 metres ahead of the bow. (See Figure 10 – Extract from Chart Plotter at 1912.40 

hours). The vessel then gathered sternway and finally stopped about two cables off the shore to 

launch her lifeboat.  

 

 
Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10Figure 10    

Extract from chart plotter at 1912.40 hours    

 

 

Tidal Information 

On 2 May 2005 the predicted time of high water at Picton was at 1617 hours    and low water    at 2148 

hours. The predicted range of tide was 0.6 metres. It was a neap tide. There is no charted tidal 

information for Picton Harbour but the neap tide is shown as running at 0.5 knots in the inner Queen 

Charlotte Sound. The accident occurred 2½ hours prior to low water and it is reasonable to expect 

that the tide was against TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless at a maximum rate of 0.5 knots.  

 

 

Detention 

The Maritime Safety Authority detained Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina in Picton immediately following this accident, 

pending an initial accident investigation. The detention was lifted on the afternoon of 3 May 2005 with 

extra bridge and engine room manning requirements imposed on Strait Shipping Limited and Toll NZ 

Consolidated Limited vessels by the Director of Maritime Safety. 
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Notice of Imposition 

Impositions by the Maritime Safety Authority, effective from 0900 hours 4th May 2005, were placed on 

the operation of Strait Shipping Limited and Toll NZ Consolidated Limited vessels. These Impositions 

included the following minimum manning on ship’s bridges: 

 

1. While operating outside Pilotage Areas during hours of darkness: 

• an officer of the watch 

• a lookout 

 

2. While operating in Pilotage Areas in conditions better than restricted visibility: 

• the master 

• a navigating officer 

• a dedicated helmsman 

 

3. While operating in Pilotage Areas during the hours of darkness: 

• the master 

• a navigating officer 

• a dedicated lookout 

• a dedicated helmsman 

 

4. While operating anywhere in restricted visibility: 

• the master 

• a navigating officer 

• a dedicated lookout 

• a dedicated helmsman 

 

All of the above personnel have to be qualified in accordance with Maritime RulesMaritime RulesMaritime RulesMaritime Rules Part 31APart 31APart 31APart 31A. 
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COMMENT & ANALYSIS 

Evidence 

Maritime New Zealand commenced the investigation into this accident on 3 May 2005. Persons 

spoken to during the investigation include: 

 

• Partner of deceased Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

• Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina    

• Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Second Officer, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Deck Trainee, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Second Engineer, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Bosun, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Assistant Bosun, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• AB 1, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• AB 2, Santa Santa Santa Santa ReginaReginaReginaRegina 

• Deckhand, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Harbourmaster, Picton 

• General Manager, Operations, Strait Shipping 

• Marine Manager, Strait Shipping 

 

Documents obtained during the course of the investigation include: 

 

• Maritime New Zealand Operations file, Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

• Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand incident log 

• Maritime Operations Centre incident log 

• Maritime Operations Centre, AIS recordings. 

• Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina ---- Second mates Incident Log 

• Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina - Record of Serious Illness and Injury. 

• Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina - Deck Log 

• Santa RegSanta RegSanta RegSanta Reginainainaina - Master’s Standing Orders 

• Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina - electronic chart display information 

• Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina ----    visibility test 

• Strait Shipping ISM manuals 

• Strait Shipping Navigational Route Guide 

• Post Mortem Examination and Toxicology Report, deceased Skipper of TimeleTimeleTimeleTimelessssssss 

• Marine Broker’s file - TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

 

Information supplied by New Zealand Police include: 

 

• Photo file 

• Job Sheet, Operation Blue 

• Statements made by: 

� Survivor of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

� Skipper of tug Nautilus 3Nautilus 3Nautilus 3Nautilus 3 

� Skipper of barge RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai 

� Deckhand of barge RongawaiRongawaiRongawaiRongawai 

� Skipper of First LightFirst LightFirst LightFirst Light 

� Skipper of Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1Cougar 1    

� Selected passengers on board Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

� Previous owner of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 
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Analysis 

Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 
 

Bylaw 3.2(i)(e)Bylaw 3.2(i)(e)Bylaw 3.2(i)(e)Bylaw 3.2(i)(e) states: 

 
“The Master of every ship which is less than 500 gross tonnes shall not impede the progress 
of any ship of 500 gross tonnes or more while navigating within harbour limits.” 

 

Bylaw 3.8(i)Bylaw 3.8(i)Bylaw 3.8(i)Bylaw 3.8(i) states: 

 
“No person may operate any ship in breach of Maritime Rule Part 22 – Collision Prevention – 

made under the Maritime Transport Act 1994.” 
 

 

Maritime Rules Part 22 - Collision Prevention 
    

The following is extracted from Maritime Rules Part 22Maritime Rules Part 22Maritime Rules Part 22Maritime Rules Part 22: 

 
“22.5 Look-out 
 

Every vessel must at all times maintain a proper look-out by sight and hearing as well as by all 
available means appropriate in the prevailing circumstances and conditions, so as to make a 
full appraisal of the situation and the risk of collision. 

    
22.8 Action to avoid collision 
 

(1) Any action to avoid collision must, if the circumstances of the case allow, be positive, 
made in ample time and with due regard to the observance of good seamanship. 

 
(5)  If necessary, to avoid collision or to allow more time to assess the situation, a vessel 

must slacken its speed or take all way off by stopping or reversing its means of 
propulsion.”    

 
22.14 Head-on situation 

 

(1)  When two power driven vessels are meeting on reciprocal courses so as to involve risk 
of collision, each must alter it’s course to starboard so that each passes on the port 
side of the other. 

 
(2)  Such a situation will be considered to exist when a vessel sees the other ahead or nearly 

ahead and – 
 

(a) by night, the masthead lights of the other vessel are in a line or nearly in a line 

and/or both sidelights are visible: or 
(b) by day, the corresponding aspect of the other vessel is observed. 

 
(3)  When a vessel is in any doubt as to whether such a situation exists, it must assume that 

it does and act accordingly. 
 
22.16 Action by give-way vessel 

 

Every vessel which is directed to keep out of the way of the other vessel must, so far as 
possible, take early and substantial action to keep clear. 
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22.17 Action by stand-on vessel 
 

(1) If one of two vessels is to keep out of the way, the other must keep it’s course and 
speed. 

 
(2) As soon as it becomes apparent to the stand-on vessel that the vessel required to 

give way is not taking appropriate action in compliance with this Part -  
 
 (a) it may take action to avoid collision by its manoeuvre alone; and 

(b) if it is a power driven vessel in a crossing situation, if the circumstances of the 
case allow, it must not alter course to port for a vessel on it’s own port side. 

 
(3) When, from any cause, the stand on vessel finds itself so close that collision cannot 

be avoided by the action of the give way vessel alone, it must take whatever action will 
best avoid collision. 

 
 (4) This rule does not relieve the give way vessel of its obligation to give way. 

 

 

Actions of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 
 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless passed The Snout inward bound to Picton at a reasonable distance off, as they could see 

the lights of Picton when passing The Snout light. They observed  Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina Santa Regina leave the wharf and, 

as she approached, the Skipper’s partner thought TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was going to pass well to starboard of the 

ferry, that is, the two vessels would pass port to port. When the ferry was about 700 metres away the 

Skipper’s partner thought the ferry altered course to port and was steering straight towards them. 

With a combined speed of about 24 knots they were only 56 seconds from collision.  

 

According to the Skipper’s partner, the Skipper realised they were in danger and, believing Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina had altered course to port, also altered to port, believing that would give them the best chance 

of escape. However, VDR information analysed post accident clearly shows that Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina did not 

alter course to port. 

 

The Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless failed to observe Marlborough District Council Navigation BylawsMarlborough District Council Navigation BylawsMarlborough District Council Navigation BylawsMarlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e), 

and 3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i), insomuch that he impeded the progress of a ship of 500 gross or more and altered course 

to port across the bow of another vessel, which is in contravention of Maritime Rule Part 22.14Maritime Rule Part 22.14Maritime Rule Part 22.14Maritime Rule Part 22.14 and 

22.1622.1622.1622.16. 

 

 

Human Factors on Board TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 
 

Active Failures
1
 

 

The evidence of the Skipper’s partner is that both she and the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless observed Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina leave the wharf. They were reasonably familiar with the tracks the ferries used and yet failed to 

keep clear of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina in contravention of Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw 

3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e)3.2(i)(e). 

 

When Timeless Timeless Timeless Timeless and Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina had closed to a range of less than three cables TimeTimeTimeTimelesslesslessless suddenly 

altered course to port across the bow of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, in contravention of Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part 

22.1422.1422.1422.14 and 22.1622.1622.1622.16 and Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw 3.8(i)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw 3.8(i)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw 3.8(i)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaw 3.8(i). Prior to this alteration 

the two vessels would have passed each other port to port, although close enough to cause concern 

to the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. 

                                                      
1
  Captain M. Lowle, Getting to grips with the Human Factor. UK P&I Club, defines active failures as “the failures close to the 

accident event that defeat the controls and defences on the hazard and target trajectories. In many cases these are the actions 

of people i.e. unsafe acts” 
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The Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless did not monitor VHF channel 19 so as to be able to communicate with Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina. There is no specific legal requirement for him to do so but it would be regarded as good 

seamanship and also part of keeping a good lookout as required by Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5. 

 

 

Latent Failures
2
 

 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was navigating at night in the vicinity of a busy shipping lane. Evidence of the survivor 

indicates the Skipper had poor situational awareness as he thought he was further to starboard of the 

ferry track than he actually was. Radar would have been of considerable assistance to the Skipper in 

monitoring his position in relation to the ferry tracks. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was not fitted with radar and there is no 

legal requirement for radar to be fitted to pleasure craft. 

 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was fitted with a GPS plotter that also could have been of considerable assistance to the 

Skipper in monitoring his position.  However, the plotter was not fitted with a card for the Marlborough 

Sounds. 

 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was constructed of fibreglass, which is a poor radar reflector. She was not fitted with a 

passive radar reflector, which would enhance her visibility on the radar screen of another vessel. 

 

 

Rule Violations 
 

The Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless failed to observe Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e) 

and 3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i) and Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5, 22.8(1) 22.8(1) 22.8(1) 22.8(1), 22.14 22.14 22.14 22.14, and 22.1622.1622.1622.16.  

 

In “Collisions And Their Causes” 33
rd
 edition, 2002, Captain R.A. Cahill states: 

 

“The stricture against turning to port to evade an oncoming vessel is part of the tradition of 
good seamanship perpetuated in the Rules and particularly by those who judge their 
infractions. Although the courts have on rare occasions overlooked a port turn executed in 
extremis in restricted visibility, they are almost unanimous in their opinion that where the other 
vessel can be seen, a turn to port will outweigh almost every other fault. As we see here a port 
turn is almost inevitably condemned in the harshest terms” 

 

 

Actions of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 
 

The Mate/Master first noticed TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless at about 1.5 miles range. She was intermittently showing a red 

(port) sidelight and both sidelights, indicating she was passing close down the port side of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina. The Mate/Master involved the Deck Officer Trainee on the radar and the Second Officer, 

hearing the request for ranges, also observed the radar and the vessel visually.     

 

At a range of six cables, 1.5 minutes from collision, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was about 11° on the port bow of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina and showing a red light. At this point, the Mate/Master sounded five short and rapid blasts to 

warn TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless and altered course slightly to starboard to increase the passing distance, but did not 

reduce speed. Had Timeless Timeless Timeless Timeless maintained her course the two vessels would have passed each other 

port to port. 

 

At a range of three cables, 45 seconds from collision, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was still fine on the port bow of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina but was showing both sidelights. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was on the collision point, in other words heading 

                                                      
2
  Captain M. Lowle, Getting to grips with the Human Factor. UK P&I Club, defines latent failures as “deficiencies or anomalies 

that create the preconditions that result in the creation of active failures. Management (the so called policy or decision maker) 

decisions often involve the resolution of conflicting objectives. Decisions taken using the best information at the time may prove 

to be fallible with time. Also the future potential for adverse effects of decisions may not be fully appreciated or circumstances 

may change that alter their likelihood or magnitude” 
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directly towards Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina and, if she had maintained her course would still have passed down 

the port side of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, albeit very close.  

 

At a range of less than three cables TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless suddenly altered course to port across Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s 

bow. The Mate/Master responded by going hard to starboard, putting both engines full astern,    and 

instructing the Second Mate to sound the whistle continuously. 

 

In the opinion of the Investigator, the Mate/Master, in turning to hard to starboard and putting both 

engines full astern, fully complied with the requirements of MaritimeMaritimeMaritimeMaritime Rule 22.17Rule 22.17Rule 22.17Rule 22.17.  

 

With the vessel travelling at full speed, and with land just under two cables distant on his starboard 

side, the action can only be described as bold. The Mate/Master was confident that he could stop the 

vessel before she ran aground, as he had undertaken a similar manoeuvre on a previous occasion to 

avoid a small vessel.  

 

However, the Investigator has some concern about this action. Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina came to a stop with the 

bow just 70 metres from a rock shelf extending from the shoreline ahead. Inadvertently running a 

vessel aground in an attempt to avoid a collision may have far direr consequences than the collision 

itself; Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina had 78 passengers and 25 crew on board and is certified to carry 367 

passengers. 

 

Maritime Rule Part 22.40(2)Maritime Rule Part 22.40(2)Maritime Rule Part 22.40(2)Maritime Rule Part 22.40(2) states: 

 
“In interpreting and complying with these rules, due regard must be given to all dangers of 
navigation, collision, and any special circumstances, including the limitations of the vessels 

involved, that may make a departure from the rules of this Part necessary to avoid danger.” 

 

Maritime Rule Part 22.8(5) Maritime Rule Part 22.8(5) Maritime Rule Part 22.8(5) Maritime Rule Part 22.8(5) states: 

 

 “If necessary, to avoid collision or to allow more time to assess the situation, a vessel must 
slacken its speed or take all way off by stopping or reversing its means of propulsion.” 

 

In the opinion of the Investigator, reducing speed when the close approach of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless became a 

concern, and then putting the engines full astern, but not altering to starboard, when TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless altered 

course across Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s bow, may    have been a more prudent action to take. 

 

 

Speed of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 
    

Bylaw 3.4 (iv)Bylaw 3.4 (iv)Bylaw 3.4 (iv)Bylaw 3.4 (iv) states: 

 

“The pilot or master (if pilot exempt) of every ship of 500 gross tonnes or more must navigate 
his ship at a proper speed not exceeding 12 knots in Picton Harbour when south of 41° 
16´.16 South.” 

 

This parallel of latitude passes through Mabel Island light. The speed of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was 16.5 knots 

when she crossed this line. (See Figure 11 – Extract of chart plotter of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina crossing 41° 
16´.16 South). 
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Figure 11Figure 11Figure 11Figure 11    

Extract of chart plotter of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina crossing 41° 16´.16 South 

 

Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina took    just under four minutes    to accelerate from 12 knots to 17 knots. If Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 

had not exceeded 12 knots prior to passing Mabel Island she would still have been at virtually full 

speed by the time of the collision. In the opinion of the Investigator the non compliance with the above 

bylaw did not affect the collision, but is an example of a rule violation on the part of the Mate/Master. 

 

 

Bridge Practice on Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 
 

Bridge Manning 
 

The Mate/Master was the sole certified officer on the bridge when Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina sailed from the wharf. 

The Deck Officer Trainee, who was also on the bridge, held an STCW’95 certificate of competency in 

Anti-Collision Radar Plotting (ARPA) and was in the final year of his studies for the STCW’95 officer of 

the watch certification.        

 

When the Second Officer arrived on the bridge the stern of the vessel was just clearing the wharf. He 

then proceeded to complete paperwork at the lit chart table. Whilst he was doing this he was also 

expected to keep a lookout. The chart table was not screened from the bridge. The chart table light 

would have effectively destroyed the Second Officer’s night vision and may have    marred the 

Mate/Master’s night vision.   

 

In response to the draft report the Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated that the practice of completing 

paperwork after leaving the berth is not standard practice on Strait Shipping vessels. In commenting 
on the draft report, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated that the paperwork was normally 
completed after leaving the berth. 
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In response to the draft report the Mate/Master stated that his night vision was never marred by light 

from the chart table. 

 

There was neither a dedicated lookout nor a    helmsman on the bridge; the Mate/Master was carrying 

out the function of both as well as his own duties. In commenting on the draft report, the Mate/Master 
of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated the Deck Trainee Officer was a lookout and could have been put on the wheel. 
He disputes therefore that he was carrying out both functions. 

 

 

Non Use of Lookout 
 

Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s Master’s Standing Orders state in part: 

 
“Detect and monitor the actions of other vessels through the efficient and effective use of 

radar, lookouts and any other equipment available to them.” 
 
 

Maritime Rule Part 31A Appendix 1 Maritime Rule Part 31A Appendix 1 Maritime Rule Part 31A Appendix 1 Maritime Rule Part 31A Appendix 1 ---- Navigational Watchkeeping at Sea, section 4 Navigational Watchkeeping at Sea, section 4 Navigational Watchkeeping at Sea, section 4 Navigational Watchkeeping at Sea, section 4 states: 

 

“The look-out must be able to give full attention to the keeping of a proper look-out and no other 
duties must be undertaken or assigned that could interfere with that task. The duties of the look 
out and helmsman are separate and the helmsman must not be considered to be the lookout 
while steering, except in small ships where an unobstructed all-round view is provided at the 
steering position and there is no impairment of night vision or other impedient to the keeping of a 
proper look out. The Officer in charge of the navigational watch may be the sole look out in 
daylight provided that on each such occasion- 

 
(a) the Officer in charge of the watch has carefully assessed the situation taking into account all 

relevant factors, including , but not limited to the state of weather; visibility; traffic density; 
proximity to dangers to navigation; and the attention necessary when navigating in or near 

traffic separation schemes; and; 
 

(b) the Officer of the navigation watch has established without doubt that it is safe to be the sole 
look out; and 

 
(c) assistance is immediately available to be summoned to the bridge when any change of 

situation so requires.” 
 

It was the practice on board Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina to use a lookout on the bridge, or forecastle, only in poor 

visibility and during periods of heavy traffic, such as is experienced during the holiday periods. 

 

It is established international practice for a dedicated lookout to be on duty at all times when the vessel 

is at sea. During daylight hours, if the vessel is in a low traffic area and the navigational demands on 

the officer of the watch are low, the duty lookout may be employed working in the immediate vicinity of 

the bridge, and capable of being verbally summonsed to resume lookout duties. This practice is 

reflected in Maritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31A but it was not carried out on board Santa RSanta RSanta RSanta Reginaeginaeginaegina.  

 

 

Non Use of Helmsman 
    

Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002, 3.53.53.53.5 states in part: 

  

(i)  The master of every commercial ship shall ensure, when navigating within harbour limits, 
that: 
(a) automatic steering ‘pilot’ devices, if fitted, are not to be used, unless a helmsman is 

standing by, to take over manual steering immediately on this being required, in the 
immediate vicinity of the helm or wheel.” 
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STCW Code ASTCW Code ASTCW Code ASTCW Code A----VIII/2.35VIII/2.35VIII/2.35VIII/2.35 states in part: 

 

“.1 the need to station a person to steer the ship and put the steering into manual control in 
good time to allow a potentially hazardous situation to be dealt with in a safe manner: and, 

.2 that with a ship under automatic steering it is highly dangerous to allow a situation to 
develop to a point where the officer in charge of the navigational watch is without 
assistance and has to break the continuity of look-out in order to take emergency action.” 

 

The International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedure GuideThe International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedure GuideThe International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedure GuideThe International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedure Guide, paragraph 3.4.2 paragraph 3.4.2 paragraph 3.4.2 paragraph 3.4.2 states in part: 

 
“In areas of high traffic density, in conditions of restricted visibility and in all other potentially 
hazardous situations a helmsman should be available on the bridge, ready to take over 
steering control immediately.” 

 

There was no helmsman on the bridge of Santa ReSanta ReSanta ReSanta Regina gina gina gina in contravention of Marlborough District 

Council Navigation Bylaw 3.5, STCW Code A-VIII/2.35  and The International Chamber of Shipping 

Bridge Procedure Guide. The Master was involved with operating the autopilot control and engine 

controls as well as trying to keep TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless in sight. 

    
    

Non Use of Echo Sounder 
 

The Master’s Standing Orders state in part: 

 

“The vessel is to be navigated and operated in strict observance of the collision regulations, 
any local bylaws and the Harbours and Ports Act and any instructions by the appropriate 
authority.” 

 

Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 section 3.5(d)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 section 3.5(d)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 section 3.5(d)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 section 3.5(d) states: 

 

“all aids to navigation, including but not limited to radar and depth recording devices, if fitted 
are to be in continuous operation and fully  utilised.” 

 

The International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide paragraph 3.3.3.4 Monitoring The International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide paragraph 3.3.3.4 Monitoring The International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide paragraph 3.3.3.4 Monitoring The International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide paragraph 3.3.3.4 Monitoring 

the Pilotagethe Pilotagethe Pilotagethe Pilotage states: 

 

“The safe progress of the ship along the planned tracks should be closely monitored at all  

times. This will include regularly fixing the position of the ship, particularly after each course 
alteration, and monitoring the underkeel clearance.” 

 

The Mate/Master stated that the echo sounder was not switched on at the time of the accident. The 

Second Officer stated that he had never seen the echo sounder switched on and working during his 

time on the Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina.  

 

It is the opinion of the Investigator that, whilst the lack of use of the echo sounder had no bearing on 

the collision, it is an example of rule violation on the part of the Mate/Master. 

 

    

Practice of Master Conning the Vessel 
    

It was the practice of the Mate/Master to con the vessel from the central steering or conning position. 

(See Figures 12 & 13 - Views of Wheelhouse). He used this position to make all course adjustments 

and alterations on the autopilot control.  
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Figure 12Figure 12Figure 12Figure 12    

View of wheelhouse from starboard side. Showing from right to left; switch consol, conning position, 

chart table. 

 

 

    
Figure 13Figure 13Figure 13Figure 13    

View of wheelhouse from port side. 
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In the opinion of the Investigator this is a poor position for keeping an all round lookout and it was the 

Mate/Master’s practice to make all steering changes. To some degree, therefore he was tied to this 

position and was not free to move about the bridge and bridge wings to gain the best vantage point 

from which to assess a particular problem.  Indeed, when the lifeboat was being launched, the 

Mate/Master stopped the engines to give himself the opportunity to go out on the bridge wing. 

 

His night vision may    also have been marred by the glow from navigational equipment and instruments 

on the consol on the fore end of the bridge. This, coupled with the restricted view, may have been 

likely to mar his situational awareness.   

 

In the opinion of the Investigator the practice of the Mate/Master conning the vessel in such a manner 

was inappropriate in such confined waters. 

 

In commenting on the draft report, the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina stated the engines were stopped 
as the vessel was stopped and the safe launch of the lifeboat was possible. He re-iterated that he was 
not tied to the steering console position and that he moved around the bridge as normal. He also 
stated his vision was mot marred by navigation instruments. 

    

    

Bridge Resource Management 

The purpose of Bridge Resource Management (BRM) is to promote an interactive bridge team working 

to a plan and monitoring each other’s actions, so that the actions of one individual alone can never 

precipitate a disaster.  

 

After clearing the berth at Picton there were four people on the bridge of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina, namely: 

 

1. The Mate/Master who was both conning and controlling the vessel    and keeping a visual 

lookout. 

2. The Second Officer who was engaged in paperwork and was taking no part in the navigation 

or conduct of the vessel    until the Mate/Master requested radar ranges from the Deck Trainee. 

3. The Deck Officer Trainee, who is not a certificated officer, and who was involved in setting up 

parallel indexes on the radar until the Mate/Master requested radar ranges.  

4. The Second Engineer who was engaged in a personal phone call and was not part of the 

bridge team. 

 

After clearing the berth the conduct of the vessel was solely in the hands of the Mate/Master. There 

was no dedicated    lookout or helmsman and no effective officer of the watch.  

 

On approaching TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless the Mate/Master requested radar information from the Deck Officer Trainee, 

and the Second Officer left the chart table to check that the information given was correct. Both 

persons responded only to the requests for information and did not have any input into the 

Mate/Masters actions. The Mate/Master did not verbalise his thoughts on the developing situation, or 

the actions he took to mitigate the danger in the situation. There was no briefing of the bridge team 

and consequently no shared mental model as the basis for challenge. Thus the Mate/Master was 

effectively operating a one-man bridge, without any of the safeguards or protection of BRM 

techniques. 

  

Immediately preceding and following the collision the Mate/Master: 

 

• Altered course on the automatic pilot to starboard 

• Changed mode of steering 

• Put the helm hard to starboard     

• Put both engines full astern 

• Started the bow thrusters 
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In the opinion of the Investigator some or all of these tasks could have been delegated to other 

members of the bridge team, including a dedicated lookout and helmsman if they had been available, 

leaving the Mate/Master free to move to a position in the wheelhouse or on the bridge wing from which 

best to observe the developing situation and allowing him to concentrate on that situation. The 

evidence of the sequence of events on the bridge demonstrates that BRM was not being practiced to 

best advantage on the bridge of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina at the time of the accident. 

 

It should be noted that at this time the Second Mate sounded the whistle continuously and summoned 

assistance on the UHF and the Deck Officer Trainee ran from the port bridge wing to the starboard 

bridge wing to observe and report the position of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. 

 

 

Accident Report No: 04 3559, AratereAratereAratereAratere & KentKentKentKent – Close 
Quarters 

The above report concerns an incident that occurred on Wellington Harbour on 1
 
October 2004 

between the Interislander vessel AratereAratereAratereAratere and the Strait Shipping vessel KentKentKentKent. The draft report was 

circulated to interested parties on 2 March 2005 and the final report was released on 16
 
June 2005. In 

the report the Investigator was critical of the lack of a helmsman on the bridge of KentKentKentKent and the lack of 

use of the echo sounder on board KentKentKentKent. 

  

Strait Shipping responded to the draft report on 5 April 2005. Their comments regarding the above 

two criticisms are repeated below. 

 
“The Master sets the desired course which is monitored by the OOW who will be checking the set 
course is both correct for the passage plan and has been followed by the auto pilot. If a helmsman 
was used then a number of additional steps are added to the process of altering the heading of 

the vessel and maintaining that heading. 
 

• The Master would need to inform the desired heading or helm order to the helmsman. 

• The Helmsman would need to comprehend and repeat the instruction. 

• The Master would need to comprehend and acknowledge that the repeated instruction is 
correct. 

• The helmsman would need to apply the correct amount of helm and subsequently counter 
helm to achieve the desired course. 

• The Master and OOW would need to monitor that the helmsman is applying the correct helm 
and following the desired course. 

• Once on course the helmsman would need to comprehend and monitor that the confirmation 
of course was correct. 

 
The risk of mechanical failure on the steering system is the same whether in automatic or manual. 

The risk of failure of the automatic steering function is very remote and far outweighed by the risk 
of misunderstanding of instructions and comprehension of desired outcomes between Master and 
Helmsman. 
 
Machines can breakdown but it’s people that make mistakes. Monitoring a piece of equipment 
(automatic steering) is far easier for the Master than monitoring a helmsman. 

 
The ICS Bridge Procedures Guide was written in 1977 with a number of revisions. It describes 
best practice across a broad spectrum of shipping and has to cover both deep sea ships and ferry 
operations which are at opposite ends of the operational range. Automatic steering systems have 
changed since 1977 at which time they were still autopilot systems on ships dating from the 50’s 
and 60’s where a course was set by steering with a large wheel followed by the engagement of 

levers and clutches to engage the auto pilot. Modern auto pilots allow course changes to be 
quickly dialled in, rate of turn programmed and rudder angle limited, off course alarms set and all 
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at the hands of the master who controls this piece of equipment many times a day. To engage 
hand steering is a flick of a switch. The control of the vessel is far simpler, quicker and more 
accurate and reliable by the Master using automatic steering than interacting with a helmsman. 
 
With decades of Cook Strait experience amongst the Masters employed by Strait Shipping Limited 
not one master not one master not one master not one master has been in favour of using helmsmen for steering the ship. It detracts from the 
efficiency and safety of the conduct of the vessel by adding a further human link in the control 
flow. By increasing the bridge team from Master and OOW to include a helmsman it will double 
the amount of information that needs to be accurately passed amongst the bridge team and add 

to the volume of human activities that need to be monitored.” 
 

The above response was compiled by the Senior Master of Strait Shipping Limited, in consultation with 

Strait Shipping Limited senior masters and mates. The response is indicative of the views of Strait 

Shipping Masters and Mates regarding the utilisation of helmsmen. 

 

Those views do not take into consideration, and are contrary to, the requirements of: 

 

• The Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 2002 

• The Wellington Region Navigation and Safety Bylaws 

• The STCW Code   

• The recommendations of the International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide  

 

 

Safety Audit of Navigational Practices on Strait Shipping 
Vessels 

In November 2004 the Maritime Safety Authority invited Strait Shipping Limited to participate in a 

safety audit as an opportunity to benchmark themselves from a safety perspective. The terms of 

reference of the audit were specifically to consider and comment on the extent to which: 

 

1. The standard of navigational practices as conducted onboard, benchmarked against the 

International Chamber of Shipping Bridge Procedures Guide, and STCW 95. 

2. The ISM manual contains satisfactory procedures, work lists and checklists for the bridge 

team to implement safe navigational practices in accordance with the company’s Safety and 

Environmental Protection policy and the navigational practices as benchmarked in (1) above. 

3. The navigational practices conducted on board reflect these procedures, work instructions 

and checklists contained in the ISM manual. 

4. Bridge resource management techniques are being conducted in an effective manner to 

ensure that the whole bridge team are working in cooperation to deliver safe navigational 

practices at all times. 

5. Senior management ashore is adequately resourced and is providing leadership to assist the 

Master to motivate the crew in accordance with the company’s Safety and Environmental 

Protection Policy. 

6. Accident and incident reporting and review is managed in an effective manner to ensure that 

all staff are advised of learning points from incidents, senior management ashore are aware of 

operational issues and that third parties (including the statutory bodies and class societies) are 

advised in an appropriate and timely manner. 

7. Any other matter considered appropriate by the bridge team. 

 

The audit was carried out between 29 November and 1 December 2004. On the latter date 

recommendations resulting from the audit were discussed with Strait Shipping management. However, 

Strait Shipping Limited did not receive a copy of the draft audit report until 7
 
April 2005. Sections of 

that draft audit report pertinent to this investigation are reproduced below: 
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“Summary”“Summary”“Summary”“Summary”    
“It was the view of the audit team that the standard of pilotage displayed on each of the Strait 
Shipping vessels was high, however opportunities for improvements were identified, and these are 
contained within the attached recommendations.” 

 
“Strait Shipping has a management system based on industry best practice.” 
 
“Shore“Shore“Shore“Shore----side Management”side Management”side Management”side Management”    
“The audit team considered the SMS was comprehensive and represented a good example of 
industry best practice.” 
 
“The Audit Process and Findings”“The Audit Process and Findings”“The Audit Process and Findings”“The Audit Process and Findings”    
The audit team observed that the conduct of the pilotage of each of the  vessels was of high 
order, and demonstrated the level of knowledge each Master had of the area being piloted.” 
 
“Vessels Vessels Vessels Vessels –––– Audit of Navigational Practice Audit of Navigational Practice Audit of Navigational Practice Audit of Navigational Practice    

    
5.1 Santa Regina5.1 Santa Regina5.1 Santa Regina5.1 Santa Regina    
“The Audit Team noted that once the vessel left the berth and commenced the passage the mate 
was still required to complete routine paperwork. This practice marred the overall good conduct of 
navigation conducted on board. 
 
This practice also meant that the Mate was not immediately available to provide assistance to the 
Master should anything happen in pilotage waters. However, once Point Halswell had been 
reached and the Mate returned to navigational duties, his support of the Master was provided with 
timely advice being given of courses, wheel overs and distances to next course. It is suggested 
that delaying the departure by a few minutes would have prevented this situation from occurring. 
 

Pilotage of the vessel inwards through Tory Channel was accurate, with the con of the vessel 
being with the Master and the Mate providing the required back up. However, on the outwards 
passage it was observed that the Master took each turn early without reference to the Mate or any 
explanation in advance of the manoeuvre. This practice marred the conduct of the outwards 
passage of Tory Channel by not embracing effective BRM techniques. 
 
It is recognised that this practice did not endanger the ship at any time, however had BRM 
techniques been followed, no one on the bridge would have been taken by surprise by the 
manoeuvre.” 
 
“Conclu“Conclu“Conclu“Conclusions”sions”sions”sions”    
Navigational Officers on Strait Shipping vessels follow what could be called, a practiced familiarity 

approach to navigation and pilotage. In general the vessels were conducted safely, however on 
one occasion there was evidence of ineffective BRM techniques being practiced. The company is 
recommended to reinforce this critical discipline for its navigation staff at all times. 
 
The use of autopilot instead of a wheelman was not considered to be inappropriate as the vessel 
was always in the positive control of the bridge team, and a crewman available by radio at very 
short notice. However it should be noted that the Wellington Harbour By-laws 6.2.1(a) requires “a 
helmsman standing by in the immediate vicinity of the helm or wheel”. The specific requirements of 
the Harbourmaster in this regard needs to be clarified as what constitutes “immediate vicinity” as 
this is not specified in the By-laws.” 
 
“Recommendations“Recommendations“Recommendations“Recommendations    

That navigational practices on all Cook Strait ferries to be monitored on a regular basis by both the 
company and the MSA and such monitoring is incorporated into the Internal Audit programme of 
both companies.” 
 
“That Bridge Resource Management techniques are reviewed, crews refreshed in their techniques 
and they are fully implemented.” 
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That more time be allocated to pre-departure procedures to ensure their completion, and have the 
bridge correctly manned for conduct of the pilotage. This is particularly important on the Ro Pax 
vessels.” 
 
“The Master to brief the Mate on the passage plan and traffic situation before leaving the berth.” 

 

Comments made by the audit Team pertinent to this report are: 

 

• Standard of pilotage displayed was high. 

• Strait Shipping has a management system based on industry best practice. 

• The Mate was required to complete paperwork after the vessel left the berth. This was 

considered inappropriate.  

• Questionable BRM techniques were observed on one occasion. 

• The use of the autopilot instead of a wheelman was not considered to be inappropriate. 

• The Master should brief the mate on the passage plan and traffic situation prior to departure. 

 

The audit report commented on the Mate’s involvement with paperwork after leaving the berth and 

poor BRM, but did not address issues such as:  

 

• Inadequate bridge manning when leaving the berth. 

• The lack of a    dedicated lookout or helmsman. 

• Lack of use of the echo sounder. 

• The vessel’s speed south of Mabel Island. 

• The master having physical control of the vessel as well as having the navigational control. 

 

The audit report was mainly positive and Strait Shipping management have stated the report led them 

to believe that their vessels were operating to a high standard.  

 

However, the issue of the Mate’s involvement with paperwork after sailing was raised with Strait 

Shipping management verbally during the debrief on 1 December 2004, and again with the written 

report available to Strait Shipping on 7 April 2005. Management took no action on this matter until 

after the accident under investigation in this report. 

 

 

Human Factors on the Bridge of Santa Santa Santa Santa ReginaReginaReginaRegina 

Failures on the Bridge of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina 
 

Active Failures 
 

1. Inadequate bridge manning with regard to qualified navigating officer support for the 

Mate/Master when leaving the berth. 

2. The Second Officer’s involvement with paperwork when he did arrive on the bridge. 

3. Inadequate bridge resource management. 

4. A speed 4 knots in excess of the regulatory speed south of Mabel Island 

5. The absence of a dedicated helmsman. 

6. The absence of a dedicated lookout 

7. Non use of the echo sounder. 
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Latent Failures 
 

1. Shortcomings in the company’s procedures and ISM documentation covering the active 

failures listed above. 

2. Absence of internal company audits or peer reviews to ensure compliance with internationally 

accepted good navigational practice. 

3. Absence of internal company audits to ensure good BRM techniques are practiced. 

4. Failure of management to address issues highlighted in the safety audit. 

 

Rule violation as regards: 

 

1. Speed 4 knots in excess of regulatory speed south of Mabel Island 

2. None use of echo sounder. 

3. No dedicated helmsman 

4. No dedicated lookout 

 

At the time of the incident the company did not have any system to monitor navigational practices on 

their vessels and it was left to the masters themselves to decide how they should operate.  

 

The first two rule violations concern the Navigation Bylaws. At the time of the accident the Bylaws 

were not policed, thus engendering the attitude “we always do it this way and nobody notices or 

complains”. The ability to undertake such monitoring has not been available in the past but, supported 

by the recent risk assessment outcomes Marlborough District Council is in the process of establishing 

a monitoring regime for large vessels. 

 
 

Corrective Action Taken By Strait Shipping  
 

The concerns expressed by the Investigator in this report have been addressed by Strait Shipping 

Limited management prior to completion of this report. They are summarised below: 

 

1. Inadequate bridge manning with regard to qualified navigating officer support for the 

Mate/Master when leaving the berth. 

2. The Second Officer’s involvement with paperwork when he did arrive on the bridge. 

3. Inadequate Bridge Resource Management. 

    

A memo dated 10 May 2005 addressed the above three points. It requires the watchkeeper to 

complete all necessary paperwork and to be properly briefed prior to leaving the berth. If necessary 

the sailing should be delayed whilst this is done. The purpose of the memo was to effect immediate 

change and the requirements were to be written into the ISM procedures at a suitable time. 

 

4. A speed 4 knots in excess of the regulatory speed south of Mabel Island. 

 

The Investigator did not raise this issue with Strait Shipping management until the afternoon of 5
 

October 2005. On the following morning the Operations Manager issued a memorandum to all 

Masters reminding them of the bylaw requirement, which is repeated in the Strait Shipping Navigation 

Route Guide and SMS documentation, and requiring their compliance with the bylaw. 

 

5. The absence of a dedicated helmsman 

6. The absence of a dedicated lookout 
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The above two issued were addressed by the conditions imposed by the MSA on 4 May 2005. These 

conditions are to remain in force until a review of the Cook Strait ferry services has been completed 

and analysed. In addition, Strait Shipping have amended their SMS manual regarding the keeping of a 

lookout in order to avoid a “one man” bridge operation. In the opinion of the Investigator the wording 

of the amendment does not accurately reflect the intent of Maritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31AMaritime Rule Part 31A. A letter of 15
 

September 2005 confirmed that Strait Shipping vessels are now manually steered by a helmsman in 

pilotage waters. 

 

7. Non use of the echo sounder. 

 

This problem was addressed after the final report of KentKentKentKent/AratereAratereAratereAratere close quarters was released. The 

use of the echo sounder is addressed in the SMS manual and a letter from Strait Shipping 

management dated 15 September 2005 confirmed the equipment is used on both Strait Shipping 

vessels. The letter also stated that changes to bridge procedures, additional BRM training and ongoing 

peer reviews undertaken since 2
 
May 2005 have permanently changed the way the ships are operated 

and bridges manned. 

 

8. Absence of internal company audits or peer reviews to ensure compliance with internationally 

accepted good navigational practice. 

9. Absence of internal company audits to ensure good BRM techniques are practiced. 

 

The above two points have been addressed by the introduction of a system of regular internal and 

external audits. 

 

10. Absence of management overview of the operational practices practiced on the bridges of 

their vessels. This is specifically in regard to the lack of internal company audits and peer 

reviews prior to the accident and the Second Mate’s involvement with paper work after sailing. 

 

This has been addressed by the company with the introduction of a full audit regime and the 

employment of a full time Marine Manager to promote operational and safety issues. 

    
 

Marlborough Sounds Harbour Navigational Risk Assessment 

In accordance with the New Zealand Port and Harbour Marine Safety Code, promulgated by the 

Maritime Safety Authority, Marlborough District Council engaged Marico Marine to conduct a navigational 

risk assessment of all of waters within their jurisdiction. The risk assessment commenced in September 

2004 and, following review and formal approval by Maritime New Zealand, the report was finalised in July 

2005. 

 

Section 4.7.2 of the report examines incidents and conflicts in the Picton Harbour area and states in 

part: 

 

“Although collisions are infrequent within the harbour, the potential for conflict is high. Vessels 
with a range of manoeuvring characteristics operate at varying speeds; close quarters 
situations are regularly reported. Ferries have anecdotally reported small craft being ‘washed 
off the bow wave’.” 

 

The section is critical of traffic management in the area: 

 
“All users providing feedback into the risk assessment reported incomplete or inaccurate 
information regarding movements in the Sounds issued by Picton Harbour Radio. There are 
bylaw requirements relating to radio reporting but passing information of relevance to other 

vessels moving in the sounds is an area of concern reported to the risk assessment team.” 
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Section 4.7.2 also states:  

 

“It can be difficult for vessels approaching Picton Harbour East to detect the navigation lights 
of vessels departing or navigating within the harbour at night due to the background lights 
from ashore.” 
 

(It should be noted that the crew of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless observed Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina leave the wharf and so 

background lighting was not a factor in this accident. Additionally the Marlborough District 

Council is proposing to conduct a cost benefit study for the installation of a flashing light on 

the ferry wharf at Picton to be operated when a ferry leaves the berth as a warning to other 

mariners). 
 

Section 5.1of the report contains a list of the top twenty hazards ranked in order of their overall 

average risk score. Ranked as number 4 on the list is the risk of a conflict involving a ferry and leisure 

craft in areas of the ferry route, excluding Tory Channel and approaches. The most likely risk involving 

loss of life is graded as six, with the scenario: 

 
“Serious close quarters situation but collision averted by actions of bridge team and leisure 
craft skipper. Leisure craft rolls heavily from sudden deviation to recover situation.” 

 

The worst credible risk involving loss of life is graded as seven, with the scenario: 

 
“Leisure vessel attempting to cross track of ferry is in collision and sinks with potential for 
multiple fatalities.” 

 

A grading of 4, 5 and 6 is assessed to be in the “as low as reasonably practical” region. A grading of 

7, 8 and 9 is assessed as being a significant risk. 

 

Section 6.5 discusses the efficacy of Picton Harbour Radio and recommends the introduction of a 

system dedicated to shipping movements in the Sounds. Sections 7.1.1.1 and 7.1.1.2 recommend 

replacing the present Picton Harbour Radio, operated by personnel with other, overriding, duties, with 

a dedicated 24 hour radio station providing a vessel information service. This should be upgraded to a 

vessel transiting service when suitable training has been carried out, and vessel monitoring equipment 

is in place. The harbour radio system would provide a point of contact for all Sounds users. 

 

The recommendations contained in the report regarding a vessel information service, and later a vessel 

transiting service, if effectively carried out and expanded to include small commercial vessels and 

pleasure craft, could help prevent an accident such as the collision under review. The Skipper of 

TimeTimeTimeTimelesslesslessless was aware of his responsibility to keep clear and was aware of the presence of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina, having observed her leave the wharf. Likewise the Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was aware 

of, and was closely observing, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless. However the Mate/Master was not aware of the identity of 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless and made no attempt to communicate with her by VHF. Similarly, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless did not attempt 

to communicate with Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. Indeed, her VHF was switched off in spite of approaching the 

port with a known shipping movement.        Had such communication been established in ample time, the 

concern of the Mate/Master could have been better expressed and    effective action could have been 

agreed.  

    

    

International Safe Management (ISM) Monitoring 

The Maritime Safety Authority conducted annual audits on Cook Strait ferries.  As a result of this 

accident, and other incidents involving Cook Strait ferries, Maritime New Zealand increased the  

frequency of these audits to three monthly intervals during 2005, and conducted them on passage to 

monitor navigational procedures.  
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Review of Cook Strait Ferry Services 

Maritime New Zealand is conducting a broad review of Cook Strait ferry safety, which will enable it to 

gain a long term overview of ferry safety issues. The review commenced on 11 August 2005 and 

involves Maritime New Zealand, local Harbourmasters, the ferry companies, and external expert 

advisors working under an independent chairman. It is expected the review will be completed early in 

2006. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

N.B. These are not listed in order of importance 

 

When Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina and TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless were very close to each other in a nearly end on situation TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

suddenly altered course to port across Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s bow in direct breach of Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part Maritime Rules Part 

22.1422.1422.1422.14. The Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina reacted by putting the helm hard to starboard and putting 

both engines full astern. 

 

The Investigator is critical of the bridge management on board Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. However, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was 

observed at a significant distance and her approach was closely monitored visually both and by radar. 

Whilst the Investigator is critical of the bridge management it is noted that it had little bearing on the 

collision, or on events leading up to and pertinent to the collision. The master of a large vessel has little 

defence if a small vessel suddenly alters course close under his bow. Nevertheless, the observations 

contained in this report on the standard of bridge management practiced at the time of the collision  

are an important safety lesson for industry. 

 

The Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless failed to observe Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e)Marlborough District Council Navigation Bylaws 3.2(i)(e) 

and 3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i)3.8(i) and Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5Maritime Rules Part 22.5, 22.8(1) 22.8(1) 22.8(1) 22.8(1), 22.14 22.14 22.14 22.14, and 22.1622.1622.1622.16. The Mate/Master of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

Regina Regina Regina Regina failed to observe Maritime Rules Part 22.8(5)Maritime Rules Part 22.8(5)Maritime Rules Part 22.8(5)Maritime Rules Part 22.8(5). 

 

In the opinion of the Investigator the non-observance of the above bylaws and rules by TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless, with 

the exception of Part 22.5Part 22.5Part 22.5Part 22.5, was neither wilful nor a result of ignorance of the laws. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was not 

equipped with radar and her chart plotter was not fitted with a card for Marlborough Sounds. The 

Skipper was very familiar with the area but he was navigating by eye. It is notoriously difficult to 

accurately judge distances at night and, with the low overcast and rain, it was a particularly dark night. 

His usual visual references may not have been available. It is probable that the Skipper, in visually 

judging distances at night suffered a loss of situational awareness and believed that he was further to 

the west of the ferry track than he actually was. However, observation of SaSaSaSanta Regina’snta Regina’snta Regina’snta Regina’s masthead 

lights should have warned the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless that he was too close to Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s track.    

 

Currently there are no legal requirements for minimum equipment on board recreational vessels or of 

formal qualifications for recreational skippers. In turning to port to avoid another vessel in an end on 

situation the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless undertook a manoeuvre that would have been anathema to a trained 

mariner. 

 

When TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless turned south west towards Picton Harbour Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina was fine on her port bow 

and she was fine on the port bow of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. In other words the two vessels would have passed 

port to port. However, TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless closed with the track of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina and the Skipper of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless 

did not appreciate the danger until he was very close. It is possible that in the darkness, and with the 

steering position of TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless being to starboard of the centre line, the Skipper had a false appreciation 

of the true heading of the launch and the actual relative bearing of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. It was also possible 

that he was steering directly towards the marina, in which case his track would be converging with 

that of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina. 

 

As TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless headed towards Picton they would have observed the port sidelight of Santa Regina. Santa Regina. Santa Regina. Santa Regina. 

The Skipper only recognised the danger when they had come so close to Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s track that 

they could see both her sidelights. They mistakenly thought the change in Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s sidelights 

was the result of the ferry altering course to port towards them, and consequently the Skipper also 

altered course to port in an attempt to clear the ferry.     

 

TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless, even at low range, was only showing intermittently on Santa Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’sSanta Regina’s radar. At night, or 

during periods of poor visibility, it would be advantageous for small vessels operating in the vicinity of 

the ferry route to carry a radar reflector. 
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The Mate/Master of Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina did not attempt to contact TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless by VHF radio. (TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless did 

have a VHF, but examination of the wreckage indicates it was switched off). There is no requirement 

for recreational vessels to carry VHF, nor to guard channel 19 if they do. The normal practice for 

recreational vessels in the Sounds is to guard channel 63, which is a duplex repeater frequency with 

coverage of the whole of the Sounds area. Picton Harbour radio does not monitor the movements of 

recreational vessel. Most VHF sets have a dual watch facility and it would be helpful if large vessels 

could contact small vessels by VHF if a situation causes concern. There are international reservations 

about using VHF as a collision avoidance tool, but radio contact between two vessels that can identify 

each other with certainty can resolve confusion as to the intentions of the other. 

 

Marlborough District Council is considering whether to amend the local Bylaws which would require 

small craft to report to Picton Harbour Radio on VHF 19 when approaching Picton at night. 

 

The Marlborough Sound Harbour Navigational Risk Assessment is critical of traffic management in the 

Sounds and makes recommendations for its improvement. 

 

The risk assessment recognises the conflict between small and large vessels in the Sounds but makes 

no recommendations to assist resolution of that conflict other than the gradual introduction of a vessel 

transiting service. In the opinion of the Investigator consideration should also be given to a routing 

system or traffic separation scheme for large and small vessels.  

 

The Navigation Bylaws already contain a table of maximum and minimum passing distances off salient 

points that must be observed by vessels of 500 gross tonnes or more. Connecting these points by 

straight lines creates a traffic lane for large vessels. Since vessel traffic plans invariably connect salient 

points with a straight line the creations of such a lane would not affect current practice. 

 

If this lane was drawn on appropriate charts, with a cautionary note for small vessels to keep clear of 

these lanes during the transit of a large vessel, the skippers of small vessels would have a clearer idea 

of what was expected of them and how they could keep clear of the track of large vessels with a high 

degree of confidence. 

 

There is a great deal of real and anecdotal evidence of the conflict between large and small vessels in 

the Sounds, and how worrying this is from the point of view of the master of the large vessel. 

However, this accident tragically and clearly illustrates the result of such a conflict. TimelessTimelessTimelessTimeless was 

destroyed and a person died. There were some scratches to the paintwork on the bow of Santa Santa Santa Santa 

ReginaReginaReginaRegina. There must have been many unreported instances when the skipper of a small vessel was 

genuinely trying to keep clear of a large vessel and was concerned for their safety. A traffic lane 

marked on the charts would assist such a person. 

 

The Investigator is critical of the bridge manning and bridge management on board Santa ReginaSanta ReginaSanta ReginaSanta Regina on 

the evening of 2 May 2005. All of the concerns expressed by the Investigator have been addressed by 

Strait Shipping Limited and Maritime New Zealand. Most importantly, and as a direct result of this 

accident: 

 

• Bridge manning has been increased on all Cook Strait ferries. 

• Strait Shipping Limited vessels are now steered by a helmsman in pilotage waters. 

• Strait Shipping Limited vessels post a lookout at all times when the vessel is at sea. 

• Strait Shipping have employed a full time Marine Manager. 

• An internationally respected auditor has reviewed Strait Shipping Limited operations. He has 

advised, and will continue to advise, Strait Shipping Limited on their operations. 

• Strait Shipping SMS manuals have been improved and are undergoing further review. In 

particular the watchkeeping guidelines have been altered to reflect best practice. 

• Training of bridge teams has increased. 

• Maritime New Zealand has conducted periodic audits of Cook Strait ferry services, which 

includes the auditor sailing on vessels to observe bridge procedures. 

• Maritime New Zealand have commissioned an internationally recognised expert to conduct a 

broad review of Cook Strait ferry safety. 
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SAFETY RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Investigator recommends that: 

    

1. Strait Shipping Limited closely monitor bridge practice on their vessels to ensure that the changes 

they have made have the desired operational effect. 

 

2. Maritime New Zealand continue to closely monitor bridge practice on Cook Strait ferries to ensure 

that bridge practice meets international standards. Consideration should be given to including spot 

unannounced audits. 

 

3. Maritime New Zealand issue a Safety Bulletin for small vessels    pointing out the extra dangers in 

navigating at night and the desirability of carrying a radar reflector at night and during periods of 

reduced visibility. 

 

4. Maritime New Zealand refer this report to the National Pleasure Boat Safety Forum for 

consideration in the current review of the Pleasure Boat Safety Advisory Group report.  

 

5. The Marlborough District Harbourmaster, in following the recommendations of the Navigational 

Risk Assessment with regard to traffic management, considers including in the scheme small 

vessels navigating in the vicinity of the ferry route, particularly in Tory Channel and Picton Harbour 

approaches. In particular the Marlborough District Harbourmaster should consider the advisability 

of a mandatory requirement for small vessels navigating in these areas to monitor VHF channel 19. 

 

6. The Marlborough District Harbourmaster, in conjunction with Maritime New Zealand, the authors of 

the risk assessment and the expert advisors conducting the review of the Cook Strait ferry service, 

give consideration to the introduction of a traffic lane as described in this report. 

 

7. The Cook Strait Ferry Service Review committee give consideration to training of both sea and 

shore staff in the role human factors play in accidents, with emphasis on the human factors 

pronounced in liner trades. 

 

8. Strait Shipping Limited management circulate this report fully to all sea staff. 

 

9. Strait Shipping Limited management ensure that echo sounders fitted on board their vessels are of 

a type which can be used continuously and have a display mounted where it can be readily 

monitored by the officer of the watch. 

 

10. That a copy of the final report on this accident be passed to Interisland Line Ltd and that they 

circulate it to all sea staff. 

 

11. Maritime New Zealand supports the concepts of fitting a flashing light on Picton ferry wharf to 

warn of a departing ferry and requiring small vessels to report to Picton Harbour Radio on VHF 

Channel 19 when approaching Picton at night. 

 

 

RecommendationRecommendationRecommendationRecommendation    

It is also recommended that the Director of Maritime New Zealand write a letter of censure to the 

Mate/Master of Santa Regina for the poor bridge practice and rule violation highlighted in this report. 
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